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As we approach our 10th year and our 15th semi-annual granting cycle, the state of The Claire
Friedlander Family Foundation is strong. Our portfolio is well-balanced, our grantees continue
to be effective in their charitable work and our board continues to push the envelope in
philanthropic innovation (impact) and mission-related engagement. Philanthropic, serious and
professional, philanthropic work takes a team—our board, now 4 of us—dedicated to continuing
the legacy of our grantor.
Our grant making is thoughtful with an eye towards capacity building and impactful
outcomes. We discuss in our board meetings not only the scope of non-profit’s mission but also
how it ties back to Claire’s interests and philanthropic work. The board also sees through a lens
of how we can improve a grantee’s potential success. Our tools in doing this include some of the
following: specific/targeted grants, introducing other funders to the nonprofit and capacity
building through innovation. For example, we embarked on a project to assist a nonprofit’s
fledging development (fund raising) work. With technology tools to augment their support from
foundations—the development office is now armed with resources to capture increased number
of grants. Under the heading of innovation, we recently, we put in place a proactive
environmental plan assisting a day camp’s efforts to go 100% sustainability. In this project not
only are we teaching the campers the importance of recycling items that most of the time we
simply throw away (landfills!) but we also provided capital to permit the nonprofit’s
development team document the project. Armed with this “Impact Statement/Report”, the
fund-raising team could develop a completely new funding vertical—to differentiate from their
typical arts education and camping stream.
The chart below looks at our grants over the last year.

Our portfolio continues to perform—see below (figures are net of fees). Since our inception the
equity portion of the portfolio has bested the S&P 500 index by 20 basis points, over the last
years we have added nearly $2.7 million to the corpus of the portfolio through solid investing
(and with a modicum of risk). Furthermore, the fees to manage this portfolio remain less than
5 basis points (0.05%) annually.
We continue to maintain a defensive posture seeing the US markets –both equity and credit—as
unsustainably stretched from a valuation, earnings growth and sentiment perspective. We have
found better risk-return tradeoffs in the European and Emerging markets.

Thank you for the continued interest in The Claire Friedlander Family Foundation as we strive
to continue to make innovative, thought-provoking and impactful grants covering a wide and
eclectic spectrum of giving.

Best,

Peter J. Klein, CFA, CAP
President

